
PANEL 
HEATER.

Heat pumps are the most energy efficient heating option for 
New Zealand homes, but it can be hard to justify the cost for 
every room.  

For smaller rooms slimline panel heaters with a 
thermostat and timer are a good option. 
The Dimplex system also has WiFi so that you can set 
the heating to turn on and off to a schedule as needed.

Panel heaters.

What’s the best way 
to heat small rooms?
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Dimplex Panel Heaters.
Dimplex Panel Heaters are made in Norway with a 7-10 year 
warranty. They are an affordable choice for bedrooms and 
smaller rooms and the options of castors make it portable 
and easy to move around. 

They can regulate temperatures to within 0.3°C by 
constantly sampling the air temperature so the room 
temperature has little time to be able to drop. 

Dimplex “Energy Control” Kits.
The new Dimplex “Energy Control” Panel Heater Kits 
combine a number of Dimplex panel heaters with a WiFi 
hub, receivers for each heater and an App for your smart-
phone/tablet. The system creates a whole-home solution 
for tailored room by room comfort. 

The benefits are:
• You can programme a schedule of heater operation room 

by room for “set and forget” operation or run the system 
manually with wireless remote control from your phone 
or tablet.

• With a programmed schedule you can set individual on-off 
times for each room to suit family sleeping schedules.

• Whether programmed or manual control, you can also set 
different temperatures for each room to suit the needs or 
preferences of different family members.

• Beyond what is programmed, you can change the settings 
remotely from your smartphone or tablet. This lets you turn 
on your heating while on your way home or turn it off to 
save money.
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We’ve got trained and experienced teams. 
We have a dedicated team of advisors & installers who are 
fully & regularly trained & experienced in working with 
homeowners, tenants & landlords.    

One of our team can call on you at a time that suits to 
discuss your requirement and provide you with an 
obligation-free quote for supply of Dimplex panel heaters 
for your home.

WiFi for your Dimplex panel heaters is not a gimic. By using an App on your phone 
you can:
• Pre-warm your house while by turning it on from your phone on your way home.
• Programme all your heaters to turn on 30 minutes before the family wakes.
• Check heaters are off from your phone and avoid wasting power.

What’s the advantage 
of a WiFi system?

Frequently asked questions.

How does Dimplex 
create whole home 
heating?

Yes. The panel heaters can be put on castors instead of screwed to the wall and the hub 
just plugs into your wireless router.

Is Dimplex’s Energy 
Control System 
suitable if I’m renting?

By combining efficient panel heaters in each room with a control hub you can programme 
the heating for your home to turn on and off as you need. 




